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ABSTRACT
The Multiscale Damage Mechanics in Objected-oriented Fortran Framework
Zifeng Yuan
We develop a dual-purpose damage model (DPDM) that can simultaneously model
intralayer damage (ply failure) and interlayer damage (delamination) as an alternative to
conventional practices that models ply failure by continuum damage mechanics (CDM)
and delamination by cohesive elements. From purely computational point of view, if
successful, the proposed approach will significantly reduce computational cost by
eliminating the need for having double nodes at ply interfaces. At the core, DPDM is
based on the regularized continuum damage mechanics approach with vectorial
representation of damage and ellipsoidal damage surface. Shear correction factors are
introduced to match the mixed mode fracture toughness of an analytical cohesive zone
model. A predictor-corrector local-nonlocal regularization scheme, which treats intralayer
portion of damage as nonlocal and interlayer damage as local, is developed and verified.
Two variants of the DPDM are studied: a single- and two- scale DPDM. For the twoscale DPDM, reduced-order-homogenization (ROH) framework is employed with matrix
phase modeled by the DPDM while the inclusion phase modeled by the CDM. The
proposed DPDM is verified on several multi-layer laminates with various ply orientations
including double-cantilever beam (DCB), end-notch-flexure (ENF), mixed-mode-bending
(MMB), and three-point-bending (TPB). The simulation is executed in the platform of
FOOF (Finite element solver based on Object-Oriented Fortran).
The objective of FOOF is to develop a new architecture of the nonlinear multiphysics
finite element code in object oriented Fortran environment. The salient features of FOOF

are reusability, extensibility, and performance. Computational efficiency stems from the
intrinsic optimization of numerical computing intrinsic to Fortran, while reusability and
extensibility is inherited from the support of object-oriented programming style in
Fortran 2003 and its later versions. The shortcomings of the object oriented style in
Fortran 2003 (in comparison to C++) are alleviated by introducing the class hierarchy and
by utilizing a multilevel programming style.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction
Due to their exceptional properties, such as light weight, high stiffness, strength
and fracture toughness, laminated composites are increasingly becoming materials of
choice in aerospace and automotive industries. However, due to complexity of composite
microstructures, analyzing composite structural components poses numerous challenges,
such as predicting various sources of damage, e.g., fiber or matrix cracking, interface
decohesion and delamination. Delamination caused by interlaminar stresses acting on
relatively weak interlaminar interfaces is one of the most common failure modes in
laminated composite structures [1-3]. Predicting delamination failure without exhausting
available computational resources has been and still is a subject of great interest to both
academic community and practitioners.
Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is one of the most commonly used
approaches to predict crack growth. In LEFM, traction-free cracks are evolved when
strain energy release rate exceeds fracture toughness. The virtual crack closure technique
(VCCT) is one of the most commonly practiced approach to compute energy release rate
[4-9]. However, LEFM is not without shortcomings as it requires the presence of an
initial crack and it assumes that the size of the fracture process zone is negligible.
Cohesive zone models (CZMs) have been employed to overcome the shortcomings
of the VCCT-type models. In the CZM, the fracture process zone is lumped into a finite
strip wherein a traction-separation or cohesive relation represents a degradation
mechanism rather than a typical stress-strain relation [10]. CZMs can be traced back to
1
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the works of Barenblatt [11, 12] and Dugdale [13] and are closely related to the Griffith’s
energy balance concept when the size of the cohesive zone is small in comparison to the
crack-size and the specimen geometry [14]. The CZM has been employed to analyze
various types of material failure in concrete (Guinea et al. [15] and Paulino et al law [1618]), fiber-reinforced concrete [19, 20], elastoplastic materials (Tvergaard and
Hutchinson [21], Tvergaard [22]), functionally gradient materials [23, 24]. For composite
materials, which are the focus of the present thesis, CZMs are often employed to predict
delamination. Li et al. [25-27] developed a CZM model for a fiber-reinforced polymermatrix composite, with the consideration of fiber-bridging and mixed-mode fracture in
adhesive joints. Computational aspects of CZMs have been studied by Waisman and his
associates [28], Xie and Waas [29, 30] and Jiao and Fish [31, 32] who employed adaptive
s-version of the FE method [33, 34] to predict the delamination zone.
For intralayer damage, continuum damage mechanics (CDM) pioneered by
Kachanov [35], is one of the most commonly used modeling framework. In the CDM, the
effects of microcracks and voids are represented by a handful of internal state variables.
The concepts of effective stress, hypotheses of strain and strain energy equivalence were
introduced by Rabotnov [36], Lemaitre [37], and Sidoroff [38], respectively.
The isotropic CDM framework originated by Kachanov [35] has been extended to
anisotropic damage with more than one damage state variable [39-42]. Within an
anisotropic continuum damage theory for quasi-brittle materials [43], damage state
variables were assume to be first-order [44, 45], second-order [46-48], fourth- and eightorder [49] tensor quantities. Damage in composite materials is most often described by an
orthotropic damage model. Numerous orthotropic CDM models have been employed for
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composite materials. Allix et al. [50] and Ladeveze and Le Dantec [51] pioneered a
mesomechanical damage model of a lamina, which has been extended (Allix and
Ladeveze [52] and Allix et al. [53]) to delamination. Ladeveze [54] and Ladeveze et al.
[55] combined the damage models of a ply and an interface to predict the overall damage
under quasi-static and dynamic loading. Barbero and Vivo [56], Barbero and Lonetti
[57], and Lonetti et al. [58] developed an orthotropic damage model based on the
thermodynamics of irreversible processes to predict damage initiation and evolution.
The CDM framework has been also employed to model microphase properties in
the multiscale framework. A direct-homogenization approach has been employed to
obtain the overall instantaneous inelastic properties of the material. Various reduced
order methods have been utilized [59-70] to reduce computational cost of direct
homogenization methods. For more details we refer to multiscale textbooks [71, 72].
In summary, research in damage mechanics of composite materials is typically
directed in one of the two venues: the intralayer damage of a ply and interlayer damage or
delamination along the interfaces. The former is typically studied by the CDM, whereas
the latter follows the CZM framework. In real life, composite structures often experience
simultaneous interlayer and the intralayer damage. The key question is: can the two
failure modes be simultaneously described by the same model, and if the answer is
positive, does such a dual-purpose idealization provide any advantage. From a purely
computational point of view, the answer to the latter is firmly positive. That is because
the computational implementation of the CZM framework requires an array of double
nodes between the plies, and if the delamination regions cannot be identified a priori,
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such node doubling may double the number of degrees-of-freedom and more than
quadruple computational cost.
In the present thesis, a dual-purpose cohesive zone – continuum damage model that
simultaneously describes both the inter- and the intra- layer damage is developed. The
proposed dual-purpose damage model (DPDM) is capable of simultaneously predicting
the intralayer damage by two in-plane state variables and the interlayer mixed-mode
delamination using a single damage state variable combined with a carefully chosen shear
correction function. We verify the proposed DPDM on several benchmark problems
including double-cantilever beam (DCB), end-notch-flexure (ENF), and mixed-modebending (MMB) problems. For verification of the DPDM involving simultaneous interand intra- layer damage, we consider a three-point-bending (TPB) of multi-layer
laminates with various ply orientations. The DPDM formulation is compared to the
conventional approach where the interlayer damage is modeled by the CZM while the
intra-layer damage by the CDM. In the present study, two variants of the DPDM are
considered: the single-scale DPDM and the two-scale DPDM. For the two-scale DPDM,
reduced-order-homogenization (ROH) framework is employed with matrix phase
modeled by the DPDM while inclusion phase modeled by the CDM.
The numerical simulation is executed in the platform FOOF (Finite element solver
based on Object-Oriented Fortran). The objective of FOOF is to develop a new
architecture of the nonlinear multiphysics finite element code in object oriented Fortran
environment. The salient features of FOOF are reusability, extensibility, and
performance. Computational efficiency stems from the intrinsic optimization of
numerical computing intrinsic to Fortran, while reusability and extensibility is inherited
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from the support of object-oriented programming style in Fortran 2003 and its later
versions. The shortcomings of the object oriented style in Fortran 2003 (in comparison to
C++) are alleviated by introducing the class hierarchy and by utilizing a multilevel
programming style.
The finite element analysis (FEA) software architecture is being constantly
customized, upgraded and extended due to rapid developments of FEA capabilities,
including new elements, local and nonlocal constitutive laws, contact and cohesive
elements, and new multiphysics and multiscale capabilities. Adding new features or
modifying existing codes is notoriously complex and error-prone. One of the key
challenges for FEA code developers is to reduce the cost of developing and implementing
new features. Thus, code reusability and extensibility are among the most important
attributes of the FEA code structure. Reusability measures the ability that the FEA code
to be used for other purposes with minor to no modifications. Extensibility means that the
software can be easily extended and that the modification will have little to no effect on
existing functionalities. Moreover, the FEA code developing process should be able to
accommodate an efficient teamwork.
The FEA codes, like programs in other areas, consist of data structures and
algorithms. The data structure is a particular way of storing and organizing data blocks,
while the algorithm is a step-by-step process which operates on data structures.
Throughout the history of FEA software, data structures and algorithms have not
significantly changed due to the fact that at the core, FEA has always been and still is the
numerical solution of partial differential equations. However, the programming style that
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defines specific rules aimed at organizing data structures and algorithms has kept
evolving over time.
For over thirty years since the inception of the finite element method, the FEA code
structure was based on so-called procedure-oriented programming (POP) style mostly in
the environment of FORTRAN 77. In the POP style, the FEA code is organized as a
collection of relatively small procedures known as subroutines or functions. Each
procedure consists of several commands that describe a particular algorithm. These
procedures may have internal dependencies, i.e., procedures may be called by the other
procedures. The complex data structures can be globally accessed throughout the FEA
program. The POP programming style is schematically illustrated in Figure 1-1.

Subroutine 1

Data
structure 1

Subroutine 2

Data
structure 2

Subroutine m

Data
structure n

Figure 1-1 procedure-oriented programming: isolated subroutines with globally
accessed data structures
FEA programs written in the POP style are usually tied to a specific algorithm. The
lack of flexibility is magnified with increase in the number of subroutines. This lack of
flexibility gives rise to the following shortcomings [73, 74]:
6
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1) One has to understand the whole program structure before it can be modified;
2) The dependencies between the subroutines are hidden and difficult to detect;
3) It is hard to implement a new algorithm;
4) The modification of subroutines may have unpredictable side effects;
5) It is difficult for teamwork.
The philosophy behind the object-oriented programming (OOP) is based on the fact
that the subroutines can be associated with data structures they operate on [73]. This selfcontained entity is called class, and objects are instances of a class [75]. For example,
species of animals can be treated as a class, while a single animal of this species is an
object of this class. Compared with the POP style, which requires developers to manage
the interaction between the separate data structures and subroutines, the OOP
encapsulates the specific kinds of data with the specific subroutines [76]. Accordingly,
the basic concept of the OOP is abstraction that abstracts essential immutable qualities of
the components as well as their methods into objects [74]. An object contains the data
structure and bounded subroutines as illustrated in Figure 1-2.
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Data
structure

Subroutine 1
...
Subroutine n

Figure 1-2 object-oriented programming: one object with its own data structure and
subroutines
The OOP style requires that the data encapsulated in the object could not be
accessed by external subroutines. The external subroutines can communicate with an
object by sending messages only. In general, a message is a call of the bounded
subroutines [77]. The mechanism of communication is schematically illustrated in Figure
1-3.
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Message 1

Subroutine 1

...

...

Message n

Subroutine n

Data
structure

Figure 1-3 the encapsulation of OOP: internal subroutines are called by sending
messages
The OOP style organizes different parts of the code as a set of objects with clear
interfaces [78]. A well-defined object with its data structure and subroutines improves the
understanding of the code. Programmers can maximize reusability of the software and
“program like he/she thinks”, which leads to faster prototyping [79].
The OOP style has been introduced into the FEA software in early 1990’s. In 1990,
Forde et al. [76] published one of the first detailed descriptions of the OOP for FEA. In
this work [76], the conception of OOP has been introduced as well as the class hierarchy
of FEA entities. The C++ was originally introduced into FEA (FEA++) by Scholz [77].
An extensive work on object oriented linear and nonlinear FEA code structure has been
conducted by Zimmermann and Dubois-Pelerin originally in the environment of
SmallTalk V [80]. The issues of class hierarchy and computational efficiency have been
studied in [81], [82], [83], [79].
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Research in object oriented finite element programming in C++ environment lead
to the proliferation of open-source object oriented finite element packages such as
OOFEM [84, 85], opensees [86] and MOOSE [87, 88] just to name a few.
It is instructive to point out that the development of the OOP style in FEA is
strongly linked with the development of programming languages, such as SmallTalk in
the early days and C++ since early nineties. Several successful studies [89, 90] have been
conducted to develop flexible and easily extensible finite element programs in object
oriented style using Fortran 90/95 even without type-bounded subroutines and
polymorphism features. Fortran is one of the first advanced programming languages
designed with numerical efficiency of numerical processing [91]. The benchmark
problems for high performance computing (HPC) are written in Fortran [92]. Fortran has
shown considerable computational efficiency advantages over C++ [91] in a number of
benchmark problems, such as matrix multiplication and solution of linear system of
equations. Fortran’s acceleration into the OOP style began with the introduction of
Fortran 2003. For details on object oriented capabilities in Fortran 2003 see [93-97].
It has been observed [91, 98] that most of Fortran's advantage is coming from the
compiler implementation itself. C++'s handicap here is not intrinsic and a comparable
computational efficiency can be accomplished with optimized C++ matrix libraries in
combination with optimized C++ compilers. However, most of the out-of-the box C++
compilers today, such as those available in the Visual Studio employed in the present
study, are not optimized for matrix operations. This fact is demonstrated in the present
thesis by comparing C++ and Fortran 2003 FEA codes.
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Furthermore, the learning curve is huge for C++ and exceptionally small for
Fortran. Fortran in a way is like MATLAB with built in functions, such as BTLB
matmul((matmul(transpose(B)),L),B) or L2 norm of a vector
(norm2(x)). In fact, while C++ has an optimized matrix library, it is not without
shortcomings. For instance, Fortran allows operations on array sections. While C++ has
classes for arrays, they cannot refer to a slice such as x(:,2:,1:3:2) as easily as in
Fortran.
The outline of the dissertation is expressed as the follows:
Chapter 2: A unified orthotropic damage model is introduced which can be used
for isotropic, transversely isotropic, and orthotropic elasticity with a vectorized damage
state variables. Based on this continuum damage model, we introduce a Dual-Purpose
Damage Model (DPDM) which can simultaneously simulate intra- and inter- layer
damage for a composite structure. Specially, a predictor-corrector local-nonlocal
approach is adopted for the DPDM, which the intralayer damage is associated with
nonlocal and interlayer damage is associated with local approaches. The DPDM is
validated and verified by numerous examples.
Chapter 3: The structure of the FOOF (Finite element solver based on ObjectOriented Fortran) is introduced. The FOOF is implemented in the Fortran 2003 standard
with various definitions of classes for the finite element method. With a multilevel design
pattern, the development of FOOF is extensible and easy to maintain. We provide some
benchmark examples to compare the performance of FOOF with OOFEM.
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Chapter 2
A Unified Orthotropic Damage Model
In this chapter, a so-called dual-purpose damage model (DPDM) is introduced
which can predict the intralayer damage and interlayer delamination simultaneously in
composite structures. The theory of DPDM is based on the Continuum Damage
Mechanics (CDM) and a vectorial damage state variables are used. Specially, a predictorcorrector local-nonlocal approach is adopted for the DPDM, which the intralayer damage
is associated with nonlocal and interlayer damage is associated with local approaches.
The DPDM is validated and verified by numerous examples.

2.1 Dual-Purpose Damage Model: Intralayer Formulation
2.1.1 Review of isotropic damage model
In the scope of the isotropic damage model, the progressive degradation of the
material properties is characterized by a scalar damage state variable  that
 1   

where the fourth-order tensors

and

0

0

(1)

are the degraded and undamaged material

modulus, respectively.
The strain-based damage model assumes that the evolution of the damage state
variable is driven by a scalar equivalent strain  , which is defined as the L2 norm of the
principal strains
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Here  i , i  1,2,3 are the value of the principal strain. The compression factor
C  0,1 is used to alleviate the damage contribution from the compression. The

evolution of the damage state variable is described by a damage criterion function
defined in the strain space, which is
g  , r     r  0

(5)

where r is the current damage threshold. The evolution of the damage state variable  is
defined as the rate equation
   H   ; r  

(6)

where  is a damage consistency parameter. The loading/unloading conditions follow the
Kuhn-Tucker relations that
  0, g  , r   0,  g  , r   0

(7)

If g  , r   0 is satisfied, we have r    0 so that the damage is not developed in
further; on the other hand, if g  , r   0 is satisfied, we have r    0 and the damage is
developed. Under this circumstance, the consistency condition is considered
 g  , r   0

if g  , r   0
13

(8)
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Here there are three cases: 1) g  , r   0 and   0 denote the unloading process; 2)
g  , r   0 and   0 denote the neutral loading; and 3) g  , r   0 and   0 denote the

developing damage loading.
We may define a monotonic function      that
H       

(9)

g  , r         r   0

(10)

The damage criterion becomes

Moreover, under g  , r   0 and   0 , the evolution of the damage state variable 
becomes
 

(11)

The expression of the function  determines the evolution shape of the damage state
variable, where two kinds of piecewise linear shapes are introduced in Section 2.1.3.
2.1.2 Material coordinate system
In the present thesis continuum formulation of an intralayer damage will employ a
vectorial representation of damage state variables 0  i  1, i  1,2,3 that describe the
state of damage in the material coordinate system (MCS). The MCS and the global
coordinate system (GCS) are denoted by .  i . and xi , respectively. The corresponding
unit vectors are denoted by eiM and eiG , respectively.
The proposed CDM addresses the following two issues: (i) determination of the
MCS; and (ii) evolving damage state variables in the MCS.
In the MCS, the degradation of the material properties is given by
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where

possesses both the major and minor symmetries, i.e. wijkl  wklij  w jikl .

The proposed CDM will be applied to composites with the isotropic, transverse
isotropic, and orthotropic elastic properties. We now focus on the definition of the MCS
for various types of material symmetries. For an isotropic elasticity, none of the three
MCS coordinates are a priori defined. For the transversely isotropic elasticity, only the
axial direction is defined a priori, while for the orthotropic elasticity, all the three MCS
directions are predefined.

Figure 2-1 Definition of the MCS: 1) isotropic elastic material (left); 2) one direction
of the MCS is determined by onset of damage (center); 3) all three directions of the
MCS are determined due to onset of damage on a second plane (right)
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Figure 2-1 illustrates the definition of MCS for an isotropic material. Prior to
damage, all three coordinates of the MCS are unknown (Figure 2-1 left). The first
direction of the MCS, 1 , is defined to be normal to the plane where damage initiates
(Figure 2-1 center). With the initial onset of damage, the material becomes transversely
isotropic. The second MCS coordinate,  2 , is defined when damage initiates in the plane
parallel to the coordinate 1 (Figure 2-1 right). Finally, the third MCS coordinate,  3 , is
normal to the plane defined by the first two MCS coordinates. For a transverse isotropic
elastic material, such as fibrous composites, 1 , is defined to be parallel to the fiber; the
remaining coordinates are defined as before. Finally, for an orthotropic material, such as
woven composites, the MCS is defined a priori and is independent of damage evolution.
2.1.3 Ellipsoidal damage surface
For an orthotropic damage model, the damage surface is described by an ellipsoidal
surface
2

2

2

 1    2   3 
        1
 r1   r2   r3 

(14)

The damage criterion is specified by so-called damage loading function g  ε, r 
defined as
2

2

2

 p   p   p 
g  ε , r    i1    i 2    i 3   1  0, i  1, 2,3
 r1   r2   r3 
p
i

(15)

where r  ri , i  1,2,3 are the damage surface radii in the strain space and
εip   i1p

T

 ip2  ip3  are the effective principal strain vectors (defined on Section 2.1.4).

The loading-unloading is defined by so-called Kuhn-Tucker conditions
16
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g  0, r  0, gr  0

(16)

The initial ellipsoid radii ri0 , i  1,2,3 denote the damage threshold values in three
MCS directions. To satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, the new damage surface is
defined by solving the geometric problem described below.
Given the current (step n) ellipsoidal damage surface (defined by the
current radii ri n in the MCS) and the new effective principal strain vectors εkp ,n 1 .
Find the new ellipsoidal surface (step n+1), ri n+1 , that fully encompasses the
previous damage surface, ri n+1  rin and the effective principal strain vectors,
g  εip ,n 1 , r n 1   0 , and minimizes the volume of the new ellipsoid.

The requirement of a non-shrinking damage surface stems from a non-healing
nature of damage, and the Kuhn-Tucker conditions that require the damage surface to
contain the effective principal strain vectors.

Figure 2-2 Ellipsoidal damage surface and the effective principal strain vectors
Figure 2-2 depicts an ellipsoidal damage surface defined in the MCS and three
effective principal strain vectors εkp to be defined in Section 2.1.4. The dashed line of the
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vectors denotes the portion of εkp in the surface interior whereas the solid lines denote the
outer segments. In Figure 2-2, ε1p and ε2p are outside the damage surface, which in turn
drives its expansion.
The solution of the above geometric problem that describes the evolution of the
damage surface as a function of the effective principal strain r  εkp  is detailed in Section
2.1.5.
Damage state variables i    ri  are defined and evolved in MCS as a function
damage surface radii. A simple bilinear evolution law is defined as

0

i  ri     ri   1  ri  max
 
max


ri   i0
 i0  ri   i1
 i1  ri

(17)

where the function 1 is
1 1   1 1 
1  ri     0   1  0 
 ri  i    i  i 

(18)

and  i0 ,  i1 denote the strain at which damage initiates and reaches the maximum value
max , respectively. For bilinear evolution law, CDM parameters are summarized in Table

2-1.
Table 2-1 Continuum damage model parameters for various material symmetries
Isotropic

Transverse isotropic

Orthotropic

 0 , 1

 T0 ,  T1 , A0 ,  1A

 i0 ,  i1 , i  1,2,3
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Figure 2-3 shows the strain-stress and strain-damage-state-variable curves of a
uniaxial tension in 1 direction. The material properties are set as Young’s modulus
E1  1 MPa , strength 10  0.005 MPa , and failure strain 11  0.02 .
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Figure 2-3 the strain-stress curve (top) and the strain-damage-state-variable
(bottom) for the bilinear law
Another widely used evolution law takes a three-piecewise linear shape which is
named as the trilinear law. The evolution law requires the ultimate strain  i1 and ultimate
stress  i1 as well as the strength  i0 and failure strain  i2 . The trilinear evolution of the
damage state variable i is defined as

0

   r 
i  ri     ri    1 i max
 2  ri  max
 max


where the functions 1 and  2 are defined as

20

ri   i0
 i0  ri   i1
 i1  ri   i2

 i2  ri

(19)
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1  ri  

 i1  1 1   1 1 
     
 i1  ri  i0    i1  i0 

 1   1  1 1   1 1 
 2  ri   i1  1  i1   1   2  1 
 i   i   ri  i    i  i 

(20)

which
 i1   i1   i1 Ei

(21)

here  i0 ,  i1 and  i2 denote the strain when damage initiates, the ultimate strain, and the
failure strain of i th material direction, respectively.
The trilinear evolution can be divided into the trilinear softening case if  i1   i0
and hardening case if  i1   i0 .
Similar to the bilinear case, the number of damage parameter sets depend on the
symmetry type of the models, as listed in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2 Continuum damage model parameters for various material symmetries
Isotropic
 , ,  , 
0

1

1

Transverse isotropic

2

 A0 , 1A ,  1A ,  A2

 , ,  , 
0
T

1
T

1
T

2
T

Orthotropic
 i0 , i1 ,  i1 ,  i2 , i  1,2,3

Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5 show the strain-stress and strain-damage-state variable
curves for the softening and hardening cases, respectively.
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Figure 2-4 the strain-stress curve (left) and the strain-damage-state-variable (right)
for the trilinear softening law
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Figure 2-5 the strain-stress curve (left) and the strain-damage-state-variable (right)
for the trilinear hardening law
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2.1.4 Compression factor, shear correction function and the effective principal
strain vectors
The effective principal strain is aimed at: (i) accounting for different behavior in
tension and compression, and (ii) to compensate for the vectorial (rather than tensorial)
form of damage state variables that may not be sufficient to resolve shear dominated
damage evolution.
We first focus on the latter. Let  k and v k be the principal values and directions of
strain. Define an angle  i between the principal strain vectors εk   k vk and the MCS
coordinates ξ i . A shear correction function f i  is introduced to account for the fact that
the principal strain vector εk may not coincide with one of the MCS axes for which the
experimental data exist. The effective principal strain vector εkp  accounting for the
misorientation angle  i is defined as
εkp  f 1  f 2  f 3  εk

(22)

f i  0   f i  2   f i    1

(23)



so that

In the present work, the shear correction function is defined as
f i   1  Di sin 2i

(24)

where Di is the so-called shear correction factor in the i th direction. For example, in case
of pure shear in the 23 plane the corresponding angles are
1   2; 2  3   4

which yields
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εkp  1  D2 1  D3  εk


(26)

The compression factors Ci are defined in each MCS coordinate  i to account for
the fact that material response in compression might be different than in tension. For an
orthotropic damage model, the effective principal strain vector εkp is defined as
3

εkp    kip eiM
i 1



  i εkp   eiM
p
ki

1

i  
Ci



(27)

εkp  eiM  0


ε

p
k 

 eiM  0

In summary, for an orthotropic elastic material, two correction factors Ci , Di  are
required in each MCS direction. For an isotropic elastic material, the compression and
shear correction factors are the same in each MCS direction, whereas for a transverse
isotropic material, corrections factors in the transverse direction are identical. Correction
factors for various material symmetries are summarized in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3 Compression and shear correction factors for various material
symmetries
Isotropic

Transverse isotropic

Orthotropic

C, D

CT , DT , CA , DA

Ci , Di , i  1,2,3

2.1.5 Evolution of damage surface
In the present thesis, we consider three material symmetries: (i) orthotropic, (ii)
transverse isotropic and (iii) isotropic. An anisotropy stems from either an anisotropic
elasticity or is induced by damage. For instance, an isotropic elastic material is initially
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isotropic, but may become anisotropic due to damage. A fibrous composite is initially
transverse isotropic, but may become orthotropic due to transverse cracks.
Evolution of Damage surface for isotropic materials
For instantaneous isotropic materials we rewrite the damage surface as

1 

2

  2   3 
2

r 

0 2

2

1

(28)

where the direction ξi , i  1,2,3 are not defined yet and r 0 is the initial radius.
We start by defining elastic and inelastic processes. The process is defined elastic
if:
p
p
p
  kp1    kp2    kp3    k1     k 2    k 3 



 1 k
 n   n   n 
2
 r1   r2   r3 
r0 
2

2

2

2

2

2

(29)

ri n 1  ri n  r 0 , in 1  in

Otherwise, the process is inelastic. In case of inelastic process, defined by the
principal strain vector ε1p being outside the initial sphere, the new damage surface is
defined as
r1n1  1p ; e1M  1p r1n1 ;

(30)

as depicted in Figure 2-6.
The equation of the ellipsoid then becomes
 1   2   3 
1
 n 1  
2
 r1 
r0 
2

2

2

Once e1M is defined, material becomes transverse isotropic, and there is a
transversely isotropic plane normal to e1M , shown as a grey circle in Figure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6 Evolution of the damage surface. A spherical surface (left) evolves into
elliptical surface (right)
Evolution of Damage surface for transverse isotropic materials
For the transverse isotropic materials, we rewrite the damage surface as
 1   2   3 
1
  
2
 r1 
r0 
2

2

2

(32)

where directions ξi , i  2,3 are not yet defined.
The process is considered to be elastic if
p
p
  kp1    k 2     k 3 
1
 n  
2
 r1 
r0 
2

2

2

(33)

Otherwise the process is inelastic for which we define an optimization problem,
which states:
Find: trial the radii ri trial , i  1,2 that minimize the area of an ellipse  min r1trial r2trial 
subjected to the following constrain:
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  kp1    k 2     k 3 
1
 trial  
2
 r1 
 r2trial 
2

p

2

p

2

(34)

The resulting trial radii are given as
r1trial  2 kp1 ; r2trial  2

    
p 2
k2

p 2
k3

(35)

If r2trial  r 0 , the e2M and e3M remain undetermined, and the resulting radii are

r1n 1  r 0

 
 r       
p 2
k1

0 2

p 2
k2

p 2
k3

; r2n 1  r3n 1  r 0

as depicted in Figure 2-7.

Figure 2-7 Evolution of the damage surface based on eq. (36).
If r2trial  r 0 , the remaining two MCS directions (in the matrix form) are given by
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e2M   0  kp2

    
p 2
k2

 kp3 

p 2
k3

    
p 2
k2

e3M   0  kp3  kp2 

(37)

p 2
k3

If further, r1trial  r1n , the radii are
r1n1  2 kp1 ; r2n 1  2

     ;
p 2
k2

p 2
k3

r3n 1  r 0

(38)

Finally, if r1trial  r1n , the radii are

r1n 1  r1n ; r2n 1 

    
1   r 
p 2
k2

p 2
k3

p
k1

n 2
1

; r3n 1  r 0

(39)

as shown in Figure 2-8. Once e2M and e3M have been determined, subsequent damage
surface evolution follows the orthotropic material law described in Section 2.4.

Figure 2-8 Evolution of the damage surface based on eq. (39).
Evolution of Damage surface for orthotropic materials
We start by defining elastic and inelastic processes. The process is defined elastic
if:
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2

2

2

  kp1    kp2    kp3 
 n    n    n   1 k
 r1   r2   r3 
ri n 1  ri n , in 1  in

(40)

Otherwise, the process is inelastic. To this end, we focus on the inelastic process.
Let  kp be an effective principal strain for which the process is inelastic. To define
the new radii ri n 1 we solve the following optimization problem.
Find: the trial radii ri trial , i  1,2,3 that minimize the volume of ellipsoid
4
 min r1trial r2trial r3trial  subjected to the following constrain:
3
2

2

2

  kp1    kp2    kp3 
 trial    trial    trial   1
 r1   r2   r3 

(41)

It can be shown that the solution to the above optimization problem is
ri trial  3 kip

Based on the relative value of ri trial in comparison to ri n we identify the following
three cases:
Case 1: If ri trial  ri n , i , then ri n1  ri trial .

This case is schematically illustrated in Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9 Evolution of the damage surface. Dashed and solid lines represent the
current and new damage surfaces, respectively.
Case 2: If r1trial  r1n , r2trial  r2n , and r3trial  r3n , then r3n1  r3n and the optimization
problem for the remaining two directions states as follow.
Find: the trial radii ri trial , i  1,2 that minimize the area of an ellipse  min r1trial r2trial 
subjected to the following constrain:
2

2

  kp3 
  kp1    kp2 
 trial    trial   1   n 
 r1   r2 
 r3 

2

(43)

The solution of the above constrained optimization problem is given by
ri trial  2 kip

1   kp3 r3n  , i  1,2
2

For Case 2, three subcases have to be considered.
Case 2a: r1trial  r1n , r2trial  r2n which yields (44) and r3n1  r3n .
This case is depicted in Figure 2-10.
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Figure 2-10 Evolution of the damage surface. The effective principal strain vector
expands the damage surface in 1 and 2 directions
Case 2b: r1trial  r1n , r2trial  r2n which yields
r1n 1   kp1

1   kp2 r2n    kp3 r3n 
2

2

(45)

ri n 1  ri n , i  2,3

Case 2c: r1trial  r1n , r2trial  r2n which yields
r2n 1   kp2
ri

n 1

1   kp1 r1n    kp3 r3n 
2

2

(46)

 ri , i  1,3
n

Case 3: r1trial  r1n , r2trial  r2n , and r3trial  r3n then the optimization solution is given by Eq.
(45).

2.2 Dual-Purpose Damage Model: Interlayer Formulation
In this section, we extend the DPDM intralayer formulation introduced in Section
2.1 to simultaneously account for the intra- and inter- layer damage (or delamination).
The interlayer damage formulation is developed to match that of an analytical solution.
The degree of delamination will be controlled by the damage state variable in the normal
to the plane direction, while the intralayer damage will be quantified by the remaining
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two damage state variables. Hereafter, the normal to the plane direction is selected to
coincide with the  3 MCS coordinate.
2.2.1 Review of the cohesive zone model
Herein we briefly outline a variant of the cohesive zone model [16-18], which
serves as a baseline for the interlayer damage in the DPDM. The CZM describes the
evolution of normal and tangential tractions and their coupling as a function of normal
and tangential displacement jumps at the interface, respectively. The bilinear CZM model
reduces traction to zero once it exceeds the interface strength. In the CZM [16-18] , the
non-dimensional displacement is defined as
12

   2    2    2 
r   nc 0    sc    tc  
  n    s    t  



(47)

where  n ,  s and  t denote the displacement jumps in normal, and two tangential
directions, respectively;  nc ,  sc and  tc are the critical values in the corresponding
directions. r  0 and r  1 correspond to stress-free state and total separation,
respectively. Material parameters defining the CZM [16-18] are summarized in Table 3.
Table 2-4 Material parameters of the CZM model
 nc ,  sc , tc

Critical strength in the normal and two tangential directions

rc

Critical fraction of the non-dimension displacement

c
I

,

c
II

,

c
III

Modes I, II, III fracture toughnesses

Due to bilinear damage evolution, the critical displacement jumps are given by
 nc  2

c
I

 nc ;  sc  2

c
II

 sc ; tc  2
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For 0  r  rc , the cohesive zone is within the elastic region. The tractions are
given by
tn 

 nc  n
 sc  s
 tc  t
;
t

;
t

s
t
rc  nc
rc  sc
rc  tc

(49)

The linear stiffness in the normal and two tangential directions are given by
Kn 

 nc
 sc
 tc
;
K

;
K

s
t
rc nc
rc sc
rc tc

(50)

In the present study we assume
K s  sc nc G


K n  nc sc E

(51)

where E and G are the Young’s and shear moduli, respectively.
For rc  r  1 , the cohesive zone is in the inelastic region in which case the
tractions in case of tension (  n  0 ) are given by
tn 

1  r  nc  n
1  r  sc  s
1  r  tc  t
;
t

;
t

s
t
r 1  rc  nc
r 1  rc  sc
r 1  rc  tc

(52)

In the compression (  n  0 ), we have
tn 

 nc  n
1  r  sc  s
1  r  tc  t
;
t

;
t

s
t
rc  nc
r 1  rc  sc
r 1  rc  tc

(53)

Herein we assume that elastic properties in the two tangential directions are
identical
 sc   tc ;

c
II



c
III

Consider the CZM model in the mixed-mode tension in which case Eq. (47)
reduces to

34

(54)
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12

   2    2    2 
r   nc    sc    tc  
  n    s    t  

(55)

The prescribed displacement jumps in normal and two tangential directions are
given as
 n  r nc cos 2 ;  s  r sc sin 2 cos ;  t  r tc sin 2 sin

(56)

where  defines mode coupling;   0 and 2   2 correspond to mode I and mode II
fracture, respectively;  defines the relative weight of the two tangential displacement
jumps. Due to the assumption (54), and without loss of generality we set   0 .
The mode I fracture toughness is given by

CZM
I



rc nc cos 2



rc

0

 cos 2 1  
 nc  n
 nc  n
r
d


n
  cos 2 r 1  rc  nc d n
rc  nc
c
n

c c
r n

c
c
1 1 
 nc  n cos 2 
 nc  n cos 2 
r
r d r  
r d r

rc
 nc
r 1  rc
 nc
2

0

2

c
r

1
  nc nc cos 2 2 
2

c
I

(57)

cos 2 2

Similarly, the mode II fracture toughness is given by
CZM
II

1
  sc sc sin 2 2 
2

c
II

sin 2 2

(58)

Note that for , Eqs. (57)(58) reduce to pure tension, and for 2   2 to pure shear.

2.2.2 The DPDM for mixed-mode fracture and comparison to CZM
For a continuum model, a layer thickness t is introduced. Consider the
displacement jump defined in Eq. (56) with   0 . The resulting strain in the matrix form
is given as
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0
0  sc sin 2 2 

0
0
ε   0

t
 sc sin 2 2 0  nc cos 2 




r 

(59)

We now characterize the interlayer material parameters of the DPDM. For the
interlayer damage only, we assume that the in-plane strength and failure strain.
Define an angle  as
sin 2   sc sin 2  mc ; cos 2   nc cos 2  mc

(60)

where the critical mixed mode displacement jump  mc follows from (60)
 mc 



c
n

cos 2    sc sin 2 
2

2

(61)

The corresponding critical mixed mode strain is defined as

 ε3    ε  e3M   mc   mc

(62)

t

For the interlayer damage, the strain vector  ε3  is defined as which yields

 ε3    3 sin 

0 cos  

T

 3  r  mc cos 2 

(63)

We assume that the shear correction function depends on angle  only
 3p  f    3  f   r mc cos3   g   r mc

(64)

In case of proportional loading r3   3p and thus the nondimensional displacement
r is given as

r 

 3p
g    mc

The damage state variable 3 depends on r3
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0
r3   30

 1 1   1 1 
3  r3     0   1  0   30  r3   31
 r3  3    3  3 

1
 31  r3


(66)

The fracture toughness in the normal direction is given by
DPDM
I



0
 33

0



1
 33

0

1
 33

E 33td  33   0 E 1  3   33td  33
 33

(67)

1
 33

E 33td  33   0 3 E 33td  33
 33

where
 330 

 30
1
1
cos 2 ;  33
 3 cos 2 ;
g  
g  

(68)

The first term of the right hand side of Eq. (67) can be calculated as



1
 33

0

2

2
2  cos 2 
 31  1
1
E 33td  33  Et  mc cos 2  
 Et  31  

c 

2
 g    m  2
 g   

2

(69)

The second of the right hand side of Eq. (67) is given by
 cos 2 
2
1
  0 3 E 33td  33   Et  31    30 31  
 g   
 33
2 


1
 33

2

(70)

Adding Eqs. (69) and (70) yields

DPDM
I

 cos 2 
1
 Et 30 31 

2
 g   

2

(71)

Identifying the strength and failure strain terms yields
 30   nc ;  30   nc E ;  31   nc t

and inserting Eq. (72) into Eq. (71) gives
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2

DPDM
I

 cos 2 
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  nc nc 
 
2
 g   

2

c
I

 cos 2 
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 cos 2 g   

2

2

(73)

The fracture toughness in the tangential direction is given by
DPDM
II

0
 13

1
 13

  G 13td  13   0 G 1  3   13td  13
 13

0

1
 13

(74)

1
 13

  G 13td  13   0 3G 13td  13
 13
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1
1
sin 2 ;  13
 3 sin 2
g  
g  

 130 

(75)

Similarly, we can find
2

DPDM
II

1
G  sin 2 
  nc nc 
 
2
E  g   

c
I

G  sin 2 


E  g   

2

(76)

Inserting Eqs. (51)(60) into Eq. (76) yields
2

DPDM
II



c
I

 sc nc  sin 2 

 
 nc sc  g   

2

c
II

  nc sin 2 
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  s g   

c
II

 cos 2 
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 cos 2 g   
2

2

(77)

The shear correction function g   is identified by matching fracture toughnesses
of DPDM and CZM
CZM
I



DPDM
I

;

CZM
II



DPDM
II

(78)

1  nc
cos3   mc

(79)

which implies
g   

cos 2  nc
 ;
cos 2  mc

f   

It can be seen that g  0   1 , i.e., no shear correction is needed for mode I loading,
and g  4   nc  sc which is the shear correction factor for mode II loading.
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2.2.3 The cylindroid damage cap model for simultaneous intra- and inter- layer
damage
In case of simultaneous intra- and inter- layer damage it is convenient to
decompose the strain into intralayer  ε  and interlayer  ε   matrices defined as
11 12
 ε   12  22

 0
0

0
0 13 
0



0 ;  ε    0
0  23 
13  23  33 
0 

(80)

where the normal to the plane direction coincides with the  3 axis. Damage evolution is
then sought for each of the strain decompositions,  ε  and  ε   , separately.  ε  is set
to govern the intralayer damage, with normal to the plane components being elastic. On
the other hand,  ε   is set to govern the interlayer damage keeping in-plane properties
elastic. Thus, the evolution of damage can thus be described by a cylindroid damage
surface with two caps, where the caps control the interlayer damage while the cylindroid
lateral surface govern the intralayer damage as schematically depicted in Figure 2-11.
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Figure 2-11 Cylindroid damage cap model for the inter- and intra- layer damage
2.2.4 Verification of the DPDM for the interlayer damage
In this section, a series of numerical experiments are conducted to verify the
DPDM against an analytical solution and the CZM.
Three-element mixed-mode (3MM) test with proportional loading
The objective of the three-element mixed-mode (3MM) test is to verify the DPDM
for various mixed mode loading conditions governed by an angle  . The 3MM model is
depicted in Figure 2-12. The displacement-controlled proportional loading given by
uz   nc cos 2 ; u y   sc sin 2

(81)

is applied at the right surface.   0 and    4 correspond to pure tension and shear,
respectively.
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Figure 2-12 Three-element mixed-mode test; cohesive zone denoted by a dashed line
is embedded in an elastic or rigid bulk material ( L  H W  2 11 mm )
Within the DPDM framework, cohesive zone is assumed to have a finite thickness
t , as depicted in Figure 2-13.

Figure 2-13 Three-element mixed-mode test; damage zone denoted by a dashed line
is embedded in an elastic or rigid bulk material ( L  H W  2 11 mm )
We consider 7 different values of  :   n 24, n  0,1,2,...,6 . We first study the
case of a rigid bulk material in which case the deformation of the cohesive and damage
zones strictly follow Eqs. (56) and (59), respectively. Material properties for the CZM
and DPDM are summarized in Table 2-5 and Table 2-6, respectively.
Figure 2-14 compares the simulated and analytical mode I fracture toughness for
the CZM (Figure 2-14 (a)) and the DPDM (Figure 2-14 (b)). Figure 2-15 compares mode
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II fracture toughness. It can be seen that when the bulk material is rigid, the predicted
fracture toughnesses in modes I and II coincide with the analytical solution for both the
CZM and DPDM models; very minor differences are noticeable when the bulk material is
elastic.
Table 2-5 Material parameters of the CZM
Parameter

Test 1

Test 2

Eblk , Gblk

2 107 MPa , 8 106 MPa

2 104 MPa , 8 103 MPa

 nc ,  sc

40 MPa , 64 MPa

rc

0.001

c
I

,

c
II

0.2 N mm , 1.28 N mm

Table 2-6 Material parameters of the DPDM
Parameter

Test 3

Test 4

Test 5

Test 6

Eblk , Gblk

2 107 MPa , 8 106 MPa

E3 , G3

2 104 MPa , 8 103 MPa

 03

40 MPa

 31

0.05

0.025

0.05

0.025

Lt

10

5

10

5

2 104 MPa , 8 103 MPa
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Figure 2-14 Comparison of mode I fracture toughness for the CZM, DPDM, and the
analytical solution: (a) tests 1-2, (b) tests 3-6
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Figure 2-15 Comparison of mode II fracture toughness for the CZM, DPDM, and
the analytical solution: (a) tests 1-2, (b) tests 3-6
Double cantilever beam (DCB) test
Consider the DCB test setup shown in Figure 2-16. The beam is of length L , width
B , and height H ; the initial crack length is a0 . The right surface is clamped. A pair of

opposite point forces P are applied at the top and bottom of the beam giving rise to crack
opening  . Model parameters are listed in Table 2-7 (geometry), Table 2-8 (CZM) and
Table 2-9 (DPDM).
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Except for the cohesive zone region the beam is assumed to be elastic. The finite
element mesh consists of 400  8 1 eight-node hexahedral fully integrated elements for
the bulk material, and 280 eight-node cohesive zone elements. As a reference, we
consider an analytical solution given in [99].

Figure 2-16 Schematics of the DCB test
Table 2-7 Geometric parameters for the DCB test
L

H

B

a0

t

100 mm

3 mm

1 mm

30 mm

0.04 mm

Table 2-8 Material properties for the DCB test utilizing the CZM
Eblk

Gblk

2 104 MPa

8 103 MPa

I

0.2 N mm

II

1.28 N mm

c

 nc

 sc

0.001

40 MPa

64 MPa

Table 2-9 Material properties for the DCB test utilizing the DPDM
Eblk

Gblk

E3

G3

 30

 31

2 104 MPa

8 103 MPa

2 104 MPa

8 103 MPa

40 MPa

0.25

The P   curves comparing numerical (CZM and DPDM) and analytical solutions
are shown in Figure 2-17. An excellent agreement between the analytical and the two
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numerical solutions can be observed. Figure 2-18 shows the deformed shapes of the crack
opening. For the CZM, the non-dimensional displacement parameter  is shown, while
the out-of-plane damage state variable 3 is shown for the DPDM.

Figure 2-17 DCB test: Numerical (CZM, DPDM) and analytical P   curves
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Figure 2-18 DCB test: non-dimensional displacement parameter  (left) and
damage state variable 3 (right) shown on the deformed shape at two increments
End-notch flexure (ENF) test
The setup of the ENF test is shown in Figure 2-19. The lower left and right corners
are simply supported; a point force of magnitude P is applied at a middle span giving
rise to deflection  . The initial crack with length is a0 .

Figure 2-19 Schematics of the ENF test
Model parameters are given in Table 2-7 (geometry), Table 2-8 (CZM) and Table
2-9 (DPDM). The mesh is the same as in the DCB test. The P   curve consists of three
segments: linear, unstable delamination, and stable hardening. Comparison of the
numerical and analytical solutions for the P   response is shown in Figure 2-20. The
distribution of  and 3 is shown in Figure 2-21, which compares the crack length in
both models.
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Figure 2-20 ENF test: Numerical (CZM, DPDM) and analytical P   curves

Figure 2-21 ENF test: (a) the non-dimensional displacement parameter  ; (b)
damage state variable 3 shown on the deformed shape at two increments
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Mixed-mode bending (MMB) test
The setup of the mixed-mode bending (MMB) test is shown in Figure 2-22. The
beam configuration is the same as in the ENF test. The upper left corner and mid-span
points are tied by a rigid frame above the beam through which the load is transferred to
the beam as shown in Figure 2-22. The parameter c controls the mode coupling. Large
values of c give rise to mode I fracture, while mode II fracture is dominant for small
values of c .

Figure 2-22 Schematics of the mixed-mode bending (MMB) test
The same geometric, material and mesh parameters are adopted as in the DCB and
ENF tests. We consider c  50 mm and c  25 mm to analyze mixed-mode behavior.
Figure 2-23 and Figure 2-25 show the P   curves for c  50 mm and c  25 mm ,
respectively. For both cases, numerical results match the analytical solutions well. The
deformed shapes are shown in Figure 2-24 and Figure 2-26 for c  50 mm and c  25 mm ,
respectively. It can be seen that the values of c  50 mm and c  25 mm give rise to mode I
and II dominated fractures.
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Figure 2-23 MMB test ( c  50 mm ): Numerical (CZM, DPDM) and analytical P  
curves

Figure 2-24 MMB test ( c  50 mm ): (a) non-dimensional displacement parameter

 ; (b) damage state variable

3 shown on the deformed shape at two increments
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Figure 2-25 MMB test ( c  25 mm ): Numerical (CZM, DPDM) and analytical P  
curves

Figure 2-26 MMB test ( c  25 mm ): (a) the non-dimensional displacement parameter

 ; (b) damage state variable

3 shown on the deformed shape at two increments
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2.3 Predictor-corrector local-nonlocal approach for inter-intra- layer
damage
Herein we develop and verify a computationally efficient predictor-corrector localnonlocal approach for simultaneous inter-intra- layer damage. The interlayer damage is
assume to be local, whereas intralayer damage is assumed to be nonlocal. The predictorcorrector algorithm described herein represents an approximation to the integral nonlocal
equation that requires simultaneous stress updates at multiple quadrature points.
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Figure 2-27 Softening radius definition
Consider a stress-strain (radius) relation   r  in the MCS that exhibits a softening
behavior as shown in Figure 2-27. The softening radius, denoted hereafter as risf , is
measured from the unloading branch emanating from the peak stress  0 to the softening
branch. The shaded area under the   r  curve, which is identical to the area under the
  r sf  on the right of Figure 2-27, is the portion of internal work required to fully

damage a unit material volume from its initial (possibly) damaged state corresponding to
the peak stress. Herein predictor-corrector nonlocal regularization is applied to the
softening branch only.
In the following, we focus on the bilinear stress-strain relation where the softening
radii risf is defined as
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0
ri   i0

risf  risf  ri    1
0
1
0
0

 i  ri   i   i   i   i  ri

(82).

Consider numerical nonlocal field function defined as

  x   
k
I

R

ξ J QIk

 *  xIk , ξ J   ξ J 

 *  xIk , ξ J     xIk , ξ J 



ξ J QIk

(83)

 *  xIk , ξ J 

where x Ik is a coordinate of a quadrature point I in a layer k ;  * is a numerical kernel
function; QIk defines the set of quadrature points in a ply k adjacent to point x Ik with a
characteristic radius R :

Q

k
I

| xIk  ξ I  R, ξ J  QIk



(84)

The adjacency information QIk of all the quadrature points in a ply can be
precomputed in the preprocessing stage.
For a given CDM, we first evaluate the softening radii risf  xIk  in the MCS. The
nonlocal softening radii are then regularized as ri sf  xIk  

 r  x 
sf

i

k
I

R

. Finally, the

nonlocal radii ri are obtained by adding the local hardening and nonlocal softening radii
ri  ri hd  ri sf

To this end we described an approximation of
algorithm. Let

m 1 sf
n 1 i

r

(85)

  x 
k
I

R

using predictor-corrector

 x  be the softening radii at a quadrature point
k
I

I in a layer k

obtained in an iteration m+1 of a load increment n+1. In the staggered nonlocal approach
[100], the neighboring information was obtained from the converged previous solution,
r sf  ξ J  . Herein we employ a predictor-corrector algorithm where the predicted nonlocal

n i

softening radii are evaluated at the first iteration of each increment by
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p sf
n 1 i

r

x   
k
I

ξ J QIk

 *  xIk , ξ J  ri sf  ξ J 

1 sf

IJ
n 1 ri  ξ I 
ri  ξ J   
sf
1
min  n ri  ξ J  ,  i  I  J

(86)

sf

and then corrected as
m 1 sf
n 1 i

r

x   
k
I

ξ J QIk

 *  xIk , ξ J  ri sf  ξ J 

 mn11risf  ξ I  I  J
ri  ξ J    p sf
 n 1 ri  ξ J  I  J

(87)

sf

Finally, we will require that the nonlocal radii do not decrease
r  max  n ri ,

m 1
n 1 i

r  mn 11ri sf 

m 1 hd
n 1 i

(88)

Figure 2-28 (left) depicts the flowchart of the predictor-corrector local-nonlocal
approach. Figure 2-28 (right) schematically illustrates the evolution of the nonlocal
damage surface influenced by the damage surfaces of neighboring quadrature points.
calculate principal
strain vectors
expand ellipsoid
damage surface
in-plane damage
(local approach)

out-of-plane damage
(nonlocal approach)
=1

Iteration

>1
update “corrector” radii
by neighboring
“predictor” radii

save radii as
“predictor”
update damage
state variables
update degraded
modulus and stress
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Figure 2-28 (left) Predictor-corrector local-nonlocal approach: local approach for
interlayer damage; nonlocal approach for intralayer damage (right) evolution of
damage surface
Remark: For orthotropic elastic materials all quadrature points within the same ply
will have the same MCS. This may not be the case for initially isotropic or transverse
isotropic materials. In this case the radii at all quadrature points have to be first rotated to
the global coordinate system, GCS, then averaged based on (86),(87) and finally rotated
back to the MCS.
2.3.1 Verification of the DPDM for simultaneous inter- and intra- layer damage
In this section, we study the performance of the DPDM for simultaneously
predicting intra- and inter- layer damage for the three-point-bending (TPB) problem.
Multiple plies in different orientations are considered. We compare two approaches to
simulate the intra- and inter- layer damage:
1) CDM-CZM: the intralayer damage is modeled by CDM; the interlayer damage is
modeled CZM. This is a conventional approach and is used here as a reference solution.
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2) DPDM: both intralayer damage and interlayer damage are modeled by the
DPDM.
Two different setups of a laminated structure are tested: 0ºand 90ºply combination
and combination of 0º, 90º, and ±45ºplies. A fibrous composite microstructure is
considered where 1 coincides with a fiber direction; the stiffness and fracture toughness
in the axial direction are assumed to be higher than in  2 . The  3 coincides with normal
to the plane direction. 0ºply denotes the fiber direction parallel to the length of the beam;
plies are numbered from top to bottom. We compare two cases: 1) the interlayer damage
alone (no intralayer damage) and 2) combined intra- and inter- layer damage.
Material properties are listed in Table 2-10. For the intralayer damage, we employ a
predictor-corrector nonlocal approach where nonlocality is applied at each ply
independently. The characteristic length material length is set to R  5 mm for all
problems.
Table 2-10 the material properties for the TPB bending tests
E11

E22

E33

 23

 13

 12

106 MPa

1.91104 MPa

1.91104 MPa

0.27

0.25

0.25

G23

G13

G12

7.14 104 MPa

7.14 104 MPa

7.14 104 MPa

 10

 11

 20

 21

103 MPa

0.01

40 MPa

0.006

 nc
40 MPa

I

0.1228 N mm

 sc

II

50 MPa

0.508 N mm
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TPB bending with 0º-90ºplies
The beam of length L  200 mm , width B  10 mm , and height H  20t consist of
, 90º, 0º, 90º, 0º,
20 plies, where ply thickness is t  0.4 mm . The orientation of plies is [0º
90º, 0º, 90º, 0º, 90º]S as shown in Figure 2-29. The point load P is applied at the mid-span
of the beam giving rise to deflection  .

Figure 2-29 Three-point bending test of twenty-ply laminate with 0º-90ºplies
Due to the symmetry with respect to x1 , one half of the beam is modeled. For the
CZM-CDM model, the mesh consists of 2000 eight-node hexahedral elements and 1900
eight-node interface elements with four Newton-Cotes integration points, as visualized in
Figure 2-30.

Figure 2-30 the setup of geometry (top) and mesh (bottom) of the beam with 0º/90º
plies
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Due to the symmetry, results are visualized for the left half of the beam.
Figure 2-31 compares the P   curves for the CZM-CDM and DPDM approaches
when the in-plane damage is not considered. The response shows three regions: 1) initial
elastic response; 2) unstable delamination; 3) elastic response after the delamination.
Both methods predict identical response.

Figure 2-31 TPB test (0º-90ºlaminate) without in-plane damage P   curve
Past the peak load, delamination takes place as shown in Figure 2-33. For the
CZM+CDM approach, damage is visualized by the non-dimensional displacement
parameter  ; while for the DPDM, damage parameter 3 is shown instead. Clearly, the
two methods predict the same delamination region located in the 9th and 10th plies.
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Furthermore, the distribution of the von Mises stress at the peak load and after the
delamination is depicted in Figure 2-32 and Figure 2-34, respectively. We can see the
magnitude of the von Mises stress drops and the stress is redistributed like TPB bending
of two separated beams.

Figure 2-32 Distribution of the von Mises stress prior to delamination

Figure 2-33 Delamination response (top) non-dimensional displacement parameter

 for the CZM + DPDM; (bottom) damage state variable 3 for the DPDM

Figure 2-34 Distribution of the von Mises stress after the delamination
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To this end, we study the accuracy of DPDM as the number of layers decreases.
We consider a beam consisting of 4, 8 and 12 plies in absence of intralayer damage. The
layup for the 4-ply, 8-ply and 12-ply beam is [0º, 90º]S, [0º, 90º, 0º, 90º]S and [0º, 90º, 0º,
90º, 0º, 90º]S, respectively. For the DPDM, we consider two cases: one and two elements
per layer denoted by DPDM-1 and DPDM-2. Figure 2-35 compares the peak load at the
mid-span of the beam. It can be seen that for 8- and 12- ply laminates, DPDM-1 gives
rise to 10% error in the peak load. By doubling the number of layers (DPDM-2) the error
becomes less than 1%. For the 4-ply laminates, the DPDM-2 gives rise to roughly 10%
error in the peak load and thus the number of elements per layer needs to be further
increased if higher accuracy is needed.

Figure 2-35 Peak load in 4-ply, 8-ply and 12-ply laminates in TPB problem: 1)
DPDM-1: one element per ply; 2) DPDM-2: two elements per ply; 3) CDM+CZM:
one element per ply
We now consider simultaneous intra-inter-layer damage for the TPB problem.
Figure 2-36 depicts the P   curves for the CZM-CDM and DPDM approaches. The
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response can be divided into four regions: 1) initial elastic; 2) in-plane damage without
delamination; 3) unstable delamination; 4) intra-layer damage after delamination.

Figure 2-36 P   curve for TPB bending test (0º-90ºplies) with intra-inter-layer
damage
Prior to the delamination, initial intralayer damage takes place in the bottom of the
mid-span as can be seen in Figure 2-37 and Figure 2-38, which shows the damage state
variable 1 and 2 for the corresponding plies, respectively.
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Figure 2-37 Intralayer damage 1 for the 0ºply prior to delamination

Figure 2-38 Intralayer damage 2 for the 90ºply prior to delamination
The distribution of the von Mises stress, as shown in Figure 2-39, shows the
magnitude of the stress decreases due to the intralayer damage.

Figure 2-39 Distribution of the von Mises stress prior to delamination
Following force redistribution taking place due to intralayer damage, delamination
initiates and propagates at the top portion of the beam as shown in Figure 2-40.
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Figure 2-40 Delamination response (top) non-dimensional displacement parameter

 for the CZM + DPDM; (bottom) damage state variable

3 for the DPDM

Figure 2-41 Distribution of the von Mises stress after the delamination
Delamination effectively splits the beam into two contacting beams. With increase
in prescribed displacement, further intralayer damage takes place at the lower beam as
shown in Figure 2-42 and Figure 2-43.

Figure 2-42 Intralayer damage state variable 1 for the 0ºply after delamination
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Figure 2-43 Intralayer damage state variable 2 for the 90ºply after delamination
In the remaining of this section, we study the necessity for nonlocal capabilities
that have been employed for modeling intralayer damage. We consider three different
meshes where each ply is meshed with one element per ply. Meshes 1, 2 are 3 consist of
1200, 2000, and 3200 elements, respectively. The characteristic length is set to 5 mm.
Figure 2-44 depicts force versus deflection curves for all cases. It can be seen that the
predictor-corrector nonlocal approach predicts the same peak value as well as the
delamination and post delamination behavior. All local models show premature peak load
caused by intralayer damage without delamination. Figure 2-45 suggests that the local
model predicts failure of 0ºplies as a main cause to overall collapse of the beam. Figure
2-46 and Figure 2-47 suggest that the predictor-corrector local-nonlocal model predicts
that the main cause to overall collapse is delamination triggered by force redistribution
arising from damage accumulation in the bottom portion of the beam.
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Figure 2-44 the P   curve of the TPB bending test using local and nonlocal
approaches with three different meshes

Figure 2-45 Intralayer damage state variable 1 in the 0ºply for three meshes
obtained with local approach
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Figure 2-46 Intralayer damage variable 1 in 0ºplies for three meshes obtained
with predictor-corrector local-nonlocal approach

Figure 2-47 Delamination pattern shown by damage variable 3 for three meshes
obtained with predictor-corrector local-nonlocal approach
TPB problem of 0º/±45º/90ºlaminates
We consider the TPB problem setup with the exception of the layup. Herein, the
orientation of plies considered is [0º, -45º, 90º, 45º, 0º, 0º, -45º, 90º, 45º, 0º]S as shown in
Figure 2-48.
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Figure 2-48 Schematics of TPB with twenty 0º/±45º/90ºplies
To capture the effect of ±45ºplies, we consider four elements in the beam width.
Thus, the mesh consists of 8000 continuum and 7600 cohesive elements for the CZMCDM approach, as shown in Figure 2-49. No symmetry conditions exist in this case.

Figure 2-49 Setup of geometry (top) and mesh (bottom) of the beam with 0º/±45º/90º
plies
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We start with the case which the intralayer damage is not considered. Figure 2-50
provides the P   curve at the mid-span for CDM-CZM and DPDM approaches. Here
we can observe that, after the unstable delamination with a great loss of the capability of
carrying load, the interface continues to delaminate with a stable process.

Figure 2-50 P   curve of the TPB test of the 0º/±45º/90ºplies without intralayer
damage evolution
Figure 2-51 shows the distribution of the von Mises stress at the peak loading. The
load is mainly carried by the 0ºplies. Besides, the contour plot of the stress of the 1st ply
exhibits a 45ºstrip.
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Figure 2-51 Distribution of the von Mises stress prior the delamination
In this setup of the composite structure, the delamination initiates when it reaches
the peak load. The displacement parameter  and interlaminar damage state variable 3
at the peak load are shown in Figure 2-52 at the edge of 45º/90ºlayups. Here for the
“CZM-DPDM” approach, the debonding pattern is shown at the interface of 3rd and 4th
ply and 17th and 18th ply, while it is shown at 3rd and 18th plies directly for the “pure
DPDM” approach.

Figure 2-52 Initiation of delamination at the edge of 45º/90ºlayups
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After the unstable debonding, multiple cracks are formed and predicted by both
approaches, as shown in Figure 2-53. Meanwhile, the von Mises stress, which is shown in
Figure 2-54, also drops significantly. Finally, the development of the stable delamination
ends when the debonding region reaches to the left edge. Moreover, from the distribution
of the von Mises stress, as shown in Figure 2-55, we can see the significant drop of the
stress level due to the delamination.

Figure 2-53 Delamination pattern after the unstable debonding (top) nondimensional displacement parameter  for the CZM + DPDM; (bottom) damage
state variable 3 for the DPDM

Figure 2-54 Final delamination pattern (top) non-dimensional displacement
parameter  for the CZM + DPDM; (bottom) damage state variable 3 for the
DPDM
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Figure 2-55 Distribution of the von Mises stress after the unstable delamination
Both the inter- and intra- layer damage are considered. Figure 2-56 shows the
P   curve, which can be divided into four regions: 1) initial elastic response; 2)

intralayer damage; 3) unstable delamination; 4) post-delamination intralayer damage.

Figure 2-56 P   curve for TPB test (0º/±45º/90ºplies) with intra-inter-layer
damage
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Figure 2-57, Figure 2-58, Figure 2-59, and Figure 2-60 depict the intralayer damage
state variable in 0º, 90º, 45º, and -45ºplies prior to delamination, respectively.

Figure 2-57 Intralayer damage state variable 1 in 0ºplies prior to delamination

Figure 2-58 Intralayer damage state variable 2 in 90ºplies prior to delamination

Figure 2-59 Intralayer damage state variable 1 in 45ºplies prior to delamination
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Figure 2-60 Intralayer damage state variable 1 in -45ºplies prior to delamination

Figure 2-61 Distribution of the von Mises stress prior to delamination
With increase of prescribed displacement, delamination takes place as shown in
Figure 2-62. Both approaches predict a similar delamination pattern.

Figure 2-62 Delamination response: 1) non-dimensional displacement parameter 
for the CZM-CDM approach; 2) damage state variable 3 for the DPDM approach
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Figure 2-63, Figure 2-64, Figure 2-65, and Figure 2-66 compare the intralayer
damage in 0º, 90º, 45º, and -45ºplies after the delamination, respectively. Moreover, the
von Mises stress after the delamination is shown in Figure 2-67.

Figure 2-63 Intralayer damage state variable 1 for the 0ºplies after delamination

Figure 2-64 Intralayer damage state variable 2 for the 90ºplies after delamination

Figure 2-65 Intralayer damage state variable 1 for the 45ºplies after delamination
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Figure 2-66 Intralayer damage state variable 1 for the -45ºplies after delamination

Figure 2-67 Distribution of the von Mises stress after the delamination

2.4 Multiscale Dual-Purpose Damage Model
Herein the DPDM is studied in the context of the reduced order homogenization
(ROH) [61-64, 101]. Since delamination takes place in the matrix phase only, its
constitutive behavior is modeled by DPDM. The inclusion (fiber) phase is modeled by
CDM.
2.4.1 Reduced-order-homogenization model
Consider a strong form of the boundary value problem defined on the composite
domain 
 ij, j  x   bi  x   0, x 

(89)

 ij  x   Lijkl  x   kl  x   kl  x   , x 

(90)
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 ij  x   ui , j   x  

1 
ui, j  uj ,i  , x 
2

(91)

kl  x    I klI  x , x 

(92)

ui  x   ui  x  , x u

(93)

 ij  x  nj  x   ti   x  , x t

(94)

where a prescribed displacement ui  x  is applied on the Dirichlet boundary u and a
prescribed traction ti   x  is defined on the Neumann boundary t , and
u

t   , u

t   . The fourth-order tensor Lijkl  x  denotes the elastic

modulus of the composite domain. We assume that the total strain  ij can be additively
decomposed into elastic strain and inelastic strain. The inelastic strain can be referred to
as eigenstrains ij . The source of eigenstrain could be various. We denote the different
types of eigenstrains as klI , which includes the inelastic strain, thermal strain, moistureinduced strain, and so on. The n denotes the unit vector normal to the boundary  of
the composite domain.
The various fields are assumed to depend on the coarse-scale coordinate x and the
unit cell coordinate y  x  . The fields are stated in terms of the two-scale asymptotic
expansion as
ui  x   ui  x, y   uic  x    ui1  x, y   O  2 

(95)

 ij  x    ij  x, y    ijf  x, y    ij1  x, y   O  2 

(96)

 ij  x    ij  x, y    ijf  x, y    ij1  x, y   O  2 

(97)
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where the 0 -th order of the asymptotic expansion of the fields are remarked as:
0
0
uic  x   ui 0  x  ,  ijf  x, y    ij   x, y  ,  ijf  x, y    ij   x, y  .

Inserting Eqs. (95)(96)(97) into Eqs. (89)(90)(91) yields
 klf  x, y   uck , x   x   u1k, y   x, y    klc  x   u1k, y   x, y 

(98)

 ijf  x, y   Lijkl  y   klf  x, y   klf  x, y  

(99)

l

l

l

where the term  klc  x  denotes the coarse scale strain. The equilibrium equations at the
fine and coarse scales are defined as

 ijf, y j  x, y   0

 1

ui  x, y  : y  periodic

  ijc , x j  x   bic  x   0

c
c
 ui  x   ui  x 
 c  x  nc  x   t c  x 
j
i
 ij

(100)

x 
x u
x t

(101)

respectively, where the coarse-scale fields are given as the integral form
 ijc 
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(102)
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i

ds

The unit cell  at the fine-scale is partitioned into M non-overlapping subdomains   . The reduced-order homogenization adopts a piecewise uniform eigenstrain
kl  over the phase domain   . The fine-scale strain  ijf and stress  ijf can be expressed

in terms of phase eigenstrains, by introducing the elastic and eigenstrain influence
functions:



 ijf  x, y   Eijkl  y   klc  x    1 Pijkl    y  kl  s   x 
M
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(106)

where s   is the state variables for phase partition  . The fourth-order coefficient





tensors Eijkl , Pijkl   , corresponding to the elastic localization tensor and eigenstrain
influence functions, respectively, are governed by the following equations:
 Lijkl  y  Eklmn  y   0, y 
,yj



(107)



 
 Lijkl  y  Pklmn   y   I klmn
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j

(108)

The coarse-scale stress is obtained by integrating the fine-scale stress over the
whole unit cell domain which yields



c  
 ijc  x   Lcijkl  x   klc  x    1 Aijkl
 x  kl  s   x 
M



(109)

where Lcijkl is the homogenized elastic moduli derived as
Lcijkl  x  

1






kl
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(110)
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c  
The fourth-order tensors Lcijkl  x  and Aijkl
 x  can be pre-evaluated before the

nonlinear coarse-scale analysis by solving elastic boundary value problems.
2.4.2 Verification of the multiscale DPDM
Consider a fibrous composite unit cell with fiber volume fraction of 30% depicted
in Figure 2-68. The microphase material properties for the matrix and fiber phases are
listed in Table 2-11 and Table 2-12, respectively. Material constants for both phases have
been optimized to nearly match the response of the single-scale model considered in the
previous section.

Figure 2-68 Fibrous composite unit cell
Table 2-11 Material properties of the matrix phase for the TPB problem
E



0

 21

104 MPa

0.25

30 MPa

0.01

 nc
30 MPa

I

0.1228 N mm

 sc

II

50 MPa

0.508 N mm
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Table 2-12 Material properties of the fiber phase for the TPB problem
E



0

1

3.35 106 MPa

0.25

3.3 103 MPa

0.01

TPB problem of the 0º/90ºlaminate
We consider both the inter- and intra- damage mechanisms. Figure 2-69 compares
the P   curve at the mid-span of the beam for both the CZM-CDM and DPDM
multiscale approaches.

Figure 2-69 P   curve for TPB bending test (0º-90ºplies) by ROH approaches
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In the ROH, damage state variables in the matrix and fiber phases can be visualized
separately. Prior to delamination, damage state variables in the matrix phase of 0ºand 90º
plies are shown in Figure 2-70 and Figure 2-71, respectively. The scalar damage state
variable in the fiber phase is shown in Figure 2-72. Fibers damage in the 0ºplies only.
Moreover, the von Mises stress is shown in Figure 2-73.

Figure 2-70 Damage state variable 1 in the matrix phase of 0ºplies prior to
delamination

Figure 2-71 Damage state variable 2 in the matrix phase of 90ºplies prior to
delamination

Figure 2-72 Damage state variable  in the fiber phase prior to delamination
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Figure 2-73 Distribution of the von Mises stress prior to delamination
The delamination response is shown in Figure 2-74. Both approaches predict the
same delamination mechanism.

Figure 2-74 Delamination response: 1) non-dimensional displacement parameter 
for the CZM-CDM approach; 2) damage state variable 3 for the DPDM approach
With increase in prescribed displacements, damage accumulates above the
delamination region. Damage variables in the matrix phase in various plies is shown in
Figure 2-75 and Figure 2-76.

Figure 2-75 Damage state variable 1 in the matrix phase in 0ºplies after
delamination
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Figure 2-76 Damage state variable 2 in the matrix phase in 90ºplies after
delamination

Figure 2-77 Damage state variable  in the fiber phase after delamination

Figure 2-78 Distribution of the von Mises stress after delamination

TPB problem in 0º/±45º/90ºlaminates
The ROH model for the 0º/±45º/90ºlaminate is tested on the TPB problem.
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Figure 2-79 P   curve for TPB bending test (0º±45º90ºplies) by ROH approaches
Damage in the matrix phase at different ply orientations is shown in Figure 2-80,
Figure 2-81, Figure 2-82, and Figure 2-83. Damage in the fiber phase is shown in Figure
2-84. Only the 0ºplies show any damage in the fiber phase. In the matrix phase, different
plies at the bottom portion of the beam exhibit various levels of damage accumulation.
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Figure 2-80 Damage variable 1 in the matrix phase of the 0ºplies prior to
delamination

Figure 2-81 Damage variable 2 in the matrix phase of the 90ºplies prior to
delamination

Figure 2-82 Damage variable 1 in the matrix phase of the 45ºply prior
delamination
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Figure 2-83 Damage variable 1 in the matrix phase of the -45ºply prior
delamination

Figure 2-84 Damage state variable  in the fiber phase prior to delamination
The von Mises stress shown in Figure 2-85 visualizes the distribution of stress in
different orientation of each ply.

Figure 2-85 Distribution of the von Mises stress prior to delamination
Similar delamination pattern predicted by both ROH approaches is depicted in
Figure 2-86.
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Figure 2-86 Delamination response: 1) non-dimensional displacement parameter 
for the CZM-CDM approach; 2) damage state variable 3 for the DPDM approach
With increase in prescribed displacements, damage in each microphase continues to
accumulate, as shown in Figure 2-87, Figure 2-89, and Figure 2-91.

Figure 2-87 Damage variable 1 in the matrix phase of the 0ºply after delamination

Figure 2-88 Damage variable 2 in the matrix phase of the 90ºply after
delamination
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Figure 2-89 Damage variable 1 in the matrix phase of the 45ºply after
delamination

Figure 2-90 Damage variable 1 in the matrix phase of the -45ºply after
delamination

Figure 2-91 Damage state variable



in the fiber phase after delamination
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Chapter 3
Nonlinear Multiphysics Finite Element Code
Architecture in Object Oriented Fortran
Environment
In this chapter, the structure of the FOOF (Finite element solver based on ObjectOriented Fortran) is introduced. The FOOF is implemented in the Fortran 2003 standard
with various definitions of classes for the finite element method. With a multilevel design
pattern, the development of FOOF is extensible and easy to maintain. We provide some
benchmark examples to compare the performance of FOOF with OOFEM.

3.1 Pros and Cons of OOP Style in Fortran 2003
3.1.1 Implementation of the OOP in Fortran 2003
The class in Fortran 2003 is defined within a module. The so-called abstract
derived type (ADT) is defined as a container for both the data structure and bounded
subroutines. The data structure could be not only of the intrinsic data type in Fortran,
such as integer, real, logical, and character type, but also the derived type. The general
pseudo code for derived type in Fortran is demonstrated in Box 3-1. The words in capital
denote the keywords in Fortran. The expressions in the italics prompt for the developer’s
coding.
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Box 3-1: A general pseudo code for the derived type in Fortran
MODULE mod_name
TYPE :: type_name
[define data structure]
CONTAINS
[define the interface of bounded subroutines]
END TYPE type_name
CONTAINS
[implementation of bounded subroutines]
END MODULE mod_name

Box 3-2 provides an example of a complete code of the definition of a derived type.
The module is named “example_mod”, and the type is named “example_type”. This
derived type has two data members, which are “i” - the integer type and “r” - the real
type. The interface of two bounded subroutines is defined in this derived type. The
“set_i” is the name of the message while the “set_example_type_i” is the name of the
bounded subroutine. Following the definition of the derived type, the complete
implementation of all bounded subroutines should be provided in this module. For more
details about the implementation of the derived type in Fortran 2003 see [94].
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Box 3-2: An example of the definition of the derived type in Fortran
MODULE example_mod
TYPE :: example_type
INTEGER(KIND=4) :: i
REAL(KIND=8)
:: r
CONTAINS
PROCEDURE :: set_i => set_example_type_i
PROCEDURE :: set_r => set_example_type_r
END TYPE example_type
CONTAINS
SUBROUTINE set_example_type_i(me, i_arg)
CLASS(example_type)
:: me
INTEGER(KIND=4),INTENT(IN) :: i_arg
me%i = i_arg
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE set_example_type_i
SUBROUTINE set_example_type_r(me, r_arg)
CLASS(example_type)
:: me
REAL(KIND=8),INTENT(IN)
:: r_arg
me%r = r_arg
RETURN
END SUBROUTINE set_example_type_r
END MODULE example_mod

As depicted in Figure 1-3, the message is the way to call the bounded subroutine by
external classes or subroutines. Box 3-3 gives an example of sending a message to the
derived type defined in Box 3-2. At first, one needs to define the main program using the
keyword “PROGRAM”, and refer to the module defined in Box 3-2 as “USE
example_mod”. Next, claim an instance, named “eg” in Box 3-3, under the type of
“example_type”. Finally, the two messages are sent to the instance “eg”, where the
components “i” and “r” are assigned the values “1 and “1.0D0”, respectively.
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Box 3-3: An example of sending a message to derived type in Fortran
PROGRAM example
USE example_mod
TYPE(example_type)

:: eg

CALL eg%set_i(1)
CALL eg%set_r(1.0D0)
STOP
END PROGRAM

In Fortran 2003 and higher, one can extend one class (called superclass) into
another (called subclass). The subclass can inherit type-bounded subroutines of the
superclass in order to improve the reusability of codes. The is-a inheritance and
overloading in FOOF play a central role in defining the family of element libraries,
physical process libraries and constitutive law libraries, as discussed in Section 3.2.
3.1.2 The limitation of the OOP in Fortran 2003
As the first version of Fortran with considerable support of OOP, Fortran 2003 has
its limitations compared with C++. Fortran 2003 requires that the implementation of all
bounded subroutines must be in the same source code file. If one class contains numerous
subroutines, the module becomes excessively large which may affect usability and
maintenance.
Moreover, the circular module reference is not supported in Fortran 2003. If a
module A contains the use statement for module B, then module B cannot contain the use
statement for module A [102]. Box 4 provides an example of a circular module reference,
which is illegal in the compilation. There is a single line of code “USE mod_nameB” in
the module mod_nameA, while the “USE mod_nameA” is in the module “mod_nameB”.
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Box 4: An example of illegal circular module reference in Fortran
! Source code file 1
MODULE mod_nameA
USE mode_nameB
TYPE :: type_nameA
[define data structure]
CONTAINS
[define the interface of
END TYPE type_nameA
CONTAINS
[implementation of bounded
END MODULE mod_nameA
! Source code file B
MODULE mod_nameB
USE mode_nameA
TYPE :: type_nameB
[define data structure]
CONTAINS
[define the interface of
END TYPE type_nameB
CONTAINS
[implementation of bounded
END MODULE mod_nameB

bounded subroutines]

subroutines]

bounded subroutines]

subroutines]

This limitation needs to be taken in account in the design of class architecture. Only
the one-way dependency is permitted as shown in Figure 3-1.
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Data members A
Use
Subroutine
A-1

...

Subroutine
A-m

The implementation of all
subroutines

X

Data members B
Subroutine
B-1

...

Subroutine
B-m

The implementation of all
subroutines

Figure 3-1 The one-way class reference in Fortran 2003

3.2 FOOF: The Three-Dimensional Nonlinear Multiphysics Finite
Element Code in Object Oriented Fortran Environment
3.2.1 Class hierarchy
The abstraction of classes is the first step of the OOP style in FEA programs. The
concept of abstraction provides the mechanism to combine the algorithm with a specific
data structure. Only well-defined interfaces are provided after the encapsulation. Various
designs of class hierarchies in FEA were introduced in [78, 103-106]. This section
focusses on FOOF architecture, which is a free1 nonlinear multiphysics finite element
code in object oriented Fortran environment. FOOF classifies the information into five
classes with each class having several subclasses. In the following, the classes and the
subclasses in FOOF are detailed.

1

To request a free FOOF (which is part of MDS Lite) visit www.multiscale.biz
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1) element library class
The element library class defines finite element formulation and its attributes, such
as number nodes, quadrature point, shape functions and their derivatives, etc. FOOF
provides a range of continuum elements, shells and cohesive elements. The family of
continuum elements shares common functionalities, such as Gauss quadrature, residual
and tangent stiffness matrix evaluation, and other. These common features of continuum
elements are defined in a superclass. However, some specific methods, such as hourglass
stabilization or projections due to locking, might be unique to certain class of elements.
These features are defined in subclasses and may have additional variables and/or
subroutines, if necessary. The inheritance of element library classes is schematically
depicted in Figure 3-2.
Element library class

4-node tetrahedron
element library class

Shell element library
class

Cohesive element
library class

Continuum element
library class

... ...

4-node cohesive
element library class

... ...

Figure 3-2 Inheritance diagram for element library class
In Box 5, we show a code sample to demonstrate the inheritance for element library
classes. At first, we define the most general element library class as shown at the top of
Figure 3-2. This class contains the element type name, number of nodes, and dimensions.
This information is shared by all element library classes. For example, a 4-node
tetrahedron element is named as “C3D4”, and its number of nodes and dimensions are 4
and 3, respectively. Next, we define the continuum element library class, which is
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inherited from the element library class. In the continuum element library class, we add
the number of Gauss quadrature points, their weights and locations, and the values of
shape functions and their derivatives. These attributes are shared for all continuum
element library classes. More specifically, we define a 4-node tetrahedral element and 8node hexahedral element with reduced integration scheme. It can be seen that for the 4node tetrahedral element, no additional class members and class-bounded subroutines are
added. However, for the hexahedral element, there is a need for an hourglass stabilization
force and stiffness in calculating element internal force and stiffness matrix, respectively,
so the subroutines get_intForce and get_elemStiff have to be overridden.
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Box 5: An example of class inheritance for element library class
! elem library class
TYPE :: elemLib_class
! element type name
CHARACTER(10)
! number of element nodes
INTEGER(KIND=4)
! dimension of this element
INTEGER(KIND=4)
ENDTYPE elemLib_class

:: name
:: enode_num
type
:: dim

! element library class for continuum element
TYPE,EXTENDS(elemLib_class) :: elemLibC_class
! number of Gaussian integration points
INTEGER(KIND=4)
:: gpt_num
! weight of each Gaussian integration point
REAL(KIND=8),ALLOCATABLE
:: gpt_wt(:)
! shape function
REAL(KIND=8),ALLOCATABLE
:: shp_fun(:,:)
! derivative of shape function
REAL(KIND=8),ALLOCATABLE
:: shp_fun_dr(:,:,:)
CONTAINS
PROCEDURE :: get_intForce
=> elemLibC_get_intForce
PROCEDURE :: get_elemStiff => elemLibC_get_elemStiff
ENDTYPE elemLibC_class
! 4-node tetrahedron element, extended from elemLibC_class
TYPE,EXTENDS(elemLibC_class) :: elemLibC3D4_class
! class members are inherited from elemLibC_class
CONTAINS
! class-bounded subroutines are inherited from
elemLibC_class
ENDTYPE elemLibC3D4_class
! 8-node hexahedron element, extended from elemLibC_class
TYPE,EXTENDS(elemLibC_class) :: elemLibC3D8R_class
! class members are inherited from elemLibC_class
CONTAINS
! hourglass stablization class-bounded subroutine
PROCEDURE :: get_intForce
=> elemLibC3D8R_get_intForce
PROCEDURE :: get_elemStiff => elemLibC3D8R_get_elemStiff
ENDTYPE elemLibC3D8R_class
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2) physical process library class
Physical process library class encapsulates the formulation (with the exception of
constitutive laws) of various physical processes (such as mechanical, thermal, diffusionreaction) and their attributes (scalar, vector fields). The inheritance diagram of physical
process library classes is depicted in Figure 3-3.

Physical process library
class

Mechanical process
library class

Thermal process library Diffusion-reaction
class
process library class

Figure 3-3 Inheritance diagram for physical process library class
3) constitutive law library class
Constitutive law library class defines the formulation of material laws including
coupling of physical processes at a material level (as opposed to equation level). FOOF
provides linear and nonlinear constitutive law libraries for various physical processes.
FOOF provides a library of constitutive laws including singlescale and multiscale
elastic and inelastic models. The singlescale local and nonlocal models [100] assume that
the material is homogeneous, whereas the multiscale models based on the O(1) direct
computational homogenization approach [71] assume existence of a microstructure at
each macroscopic quadrature point. For singlescale implicit mechanical model, the stress,
the tangent modulus and state variables are updated given the step size, the total stress
and state variables in the beginning of the increment and the current deformation gradient
(or some other strain measure). For multiscale mechanical material model, the stress
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integration and consistent linearization are first performed at the microscale and
subsequently averaged to obtain the corresponding macroscopic quantities. For details
see [71].

Constitutive law library
class
Mechanical constitutive
law library class

Thermal constitutive
law library class

Diffusive constitutive
law library class

Isotropic elastic
constitutive law library
class
Figure 3-4 Inheritance diagram for constitutive law library class
4) mesh class
The mesh class includes the finite element mesh information of the model. It
contains the subclasses of nodes, elements, and sets (see Figure 3-5).

Mesh Class
-Node subclass
-Element subclass
-Set subclass

Figure 3-5 The class hierarchy of the mesh class
The node subclass contains the node ID, spatial coordinates, neighboring elements
IDs, and the neighboring node IDs. An element is called a neighboring element of a node,
if this element contains this node. A node is called a neighboring node of a node, if both
nodes are in the same element. The neighborhood information between the nodes affects
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the sparse matrix structure and is essential for nonlocal analysis. Figure 3-6 shows an
example of neighboring elements and nodes for a single node in a two-dimensional mesh.

Figure 3-6 A single node (marked in solid circle) and its neighboring elements
(marked in gray) and neighboring nodes (marked in hollow circles)
The element subclass contains the element ID, element type, and element node
connectivity. FOOF has a library of three dimension elements, including 4-node and 10node tetrahedral elements, as well as 8-node and 20-node the hexahedral elements with
full and reduced integration schemes.
The set class defines collection of mesh entity information that simplifies the
assignment process. For example, an element set consisting of several elements can be
assigned to a specific material type. In FOOF, one can define not only the node and
element sets, but also element edges and element surfaces sets.
5) material class
The material class contains the subclasses of orientation matrix, singlescale
material model, and multiscale material model (see Figure 3-7).
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Material Class
-Orientation matrix subclass
-Singlescale material subclass
-Multiscale material subclass

Figure 3-7 The class hierarchy of the material class
The orientation subclass defines the local material coordinate system. A singlescale
material subclass defines the material type ID and material constants (both for linear and
nonlinear models). The multiscale material class defines the material type ID and the unit
cell material (linear and nonlinear) and mesh information.
6) physical field class
The objective of the physical field class is to keep track of physical field values at
each degree-of-freedom (temperature, displacements, concentration) and at each
quadrature point (fluxes, stresses), as listed in Table 3-1. In general, one may have
different quadrature points for each physical process, but this case is currently not
considered in FOOF. For mechanical physical field class, the subclasses include
displacements, deformation gradient, Cauchy stress and state variables, stiffness matrix
sparsity pattern, and convergent test parameters for each physical process (see Figure
3-8).

Physical field class
-DOF subclass
-Field gradient subclass
-Flux and state variable subclass
-Sparse matrix subclass
-Convergent test subclass
Figure 3-8 The class hierarchy of the physical process class
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Table 3-1 Subclasses for various physical processes
Physical field

DOF subclass

Gradient subclass

Flux subclass

Mechanical field

displacement

strain

stress

Thermal field

temperature

Diffusive field

mass concentration

gradient of
temperature
gradient of mass
concentration

heat flux
mass flux

7) step class
The step class contains the information needed to carry out solution increment in
the incremental analysis. This includes the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions,
the multi-point constraints (MPC), the initial conditions, and the step property to be
subsequently described (see Figure 3-9).

Step class
-Dirichlet boundary condition subclass
-Neumann boundary condition class
-Initial condition subclass
-Multi-point constraint subclass
-Step property subclass

Figure 3-9 The class hierarchy of the step class
The Dirichlet boundary condition subclass specifies the value of a field variable on
the essential boundary, such as prescribed displacements for the mechanical physical
process. The Neumann boundary condition subclass defines the value of the field
gradient (or flux) on the natural boundary, such as the value of the prescribed traction for
the mechanical field. The initial conditions subclass defines the initial time derivative of
the field variable. The MPC subclass defines the relationship between various DOFs.
Finally, the step property subclass is a collection of parameters and flags required to
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perform a step, such as the time step, number of increments, the maximum number of
iterations, parameters controlling nonlinear multiphysics staggered process, etc.
8) output request class
The output request contains two subclasses: the plain text output and the
visualization output. The plain text output of a quantity of interest can be defined on a
specific spatial and temporal domain. The visualization output request provides the
distribution of a quantity of interest on a specific spatial and temporal domain in the form
of a collection of snapshots or a movie.

Output request class
-Text output subclass
-Visualiztion output subclass

Figure 3-10 The class hierarchy of the output request class
3.2.2 Multilevel framework
In the Section 3.1.1, a methodology for class implementation in Fortran 2003 and
how bounded subroutines can access internal data structures has been introduced. In
Section 3.1.2, we emphasized one of the key limitations of Fortran 2003 in dealing with a
circular module reference. In the following, we describe how to overcome this limitation
using a multilevel framework of the FEA code. Consider two classes, Class A and Class
B. Assume that several subroutines may depend on both Class A and B. However, they
cannot be simply housed in either Class A or Class B. One way to overcome the
limitation of the circular reference is to place these subroutines into a higher level
module, say Module C, which has the reference to both Class A and B.
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The implementation of all
subroutines which depend on both
Class A and Class B

USE

Data members A
Subroutine
A-1

...

USE

Data members B
Subroutine
A-m

Subroutine
B-1

...

Subroutine
B-m

Figure 3-11 Multilevel framework aimed at overcoming the limitation of circular
module reference in Fortran 2003

In FEA, various algorithms depend on multiple classes. For example for
mechanical physical process, stress updates depend on the material class, the physical
field class, and the step class. The material class provides the required material
parameters. The physical field class provides the physical process information, whereas
the step class gives the current step time and increment time.
The basic idea of the multilevel framework is to provide the interfaces to lower
levels (Class A and B in Figure 3-11) through the higher level, Module C (see Figure
3-11). The multilevel framework can be implemented using three levels as discussed
below.
The first level is called the class definition level. At this level, each source code file
contains the definition of a single class (see for description of classes in Section 3.2.1).
The second level is called the basic algorithm level. The “basic algorithm” provides
the very basic functionalities in the FEA code that are often reused. Modules at this level
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depend on the class definition level. In FOOF, these modules include updating boundary
conditions, MPCs, field gradients, fluxes, residuals, forming the global tangent stiffness
matrix, and solving linear equations.
The highest level is called the application level. The modules at this level include
various FEA solvers, such transient implicit, transient explicit, nonlinear statics, fatigue,
etc. This level consists of a collection of basic (second level) modules. The schematics of
the multilevel framework is depicted in Figure 3-12.

Subroutine 1 @
method A

Subroutine 2 @
method A

Subroutine 1 @
method N

Subroutine 2 @
method N

Subroutine 1 @
module A

Subroutine 2 @
module A

Subroutine 1 @
module N

Subroutine 2 @
module N

Data members A
Subroutine
A-1

...

Data members N
Subroutine
A-m

Subroutine
N-1

...

Subroutine
N-m

Figure 3-12 Schematics of the multilevel framework
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Figure 3-13 shows an example of the multilevel framework for nonlinear static
analysis.

Mesh subclass

Update BC

BC subclass

Update MPC

MPC subclass

Update stress

Start a new increment

Update BC and MPC

Update stress and residual

DOF subclass

Update residual

Field gradient subclass

Assemble global
stiffness

Flux and state variable
subclass

Assemble global
residual

……

Assemble global stiffness
matrix and residual vector

Yes

Solve linear equations and
update the displacement
Update stress and residual

……

No

Is convergent?

Figure 3-13 A multilevel framework for a single physical process (nonlinear static
analysis)
The multilevel framework is directly applicable to solving multiphysics problems.
The interaction between physical processes can be either monolithic, i.e. discrete
multiphysics equations are simultaneously solved, or staggered [107]. The staggered
coupling can be either one-way, if there is no feedback between physical processes, or
two-way, if there is. In Figure 3-14, we illustrate the one-way coupling scheme.
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Increment 1

Increment 2

Increment 3

Physical Process
Class A

Physical Process
Class A

Physical Process
Class A

Physical Process
Class B

Physical Process
Class B

Physical Process
Class B

Figure 3-14 Schematics of one-way coupling of multiple physical processes
For a single physical process, the multilevel framework is depicted in Figure 3-13.
For multiple physical process classes, a control system is designated to control the
coupling scheme. Figure 3-14 shows the flowchart of one-way coupling scheme, where
the class definition and the basic algorithm levels are hidden. Note that when the discrete
equations of one physical process converge, the solution proceeds to the next physical
process. The modules that are used to update various fields in one process are reused for
other processes, as shown in Figure 3-15.
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Figure 3-15 A flowchart of one-way coupled multiphysics problem (application level
only)

3.3 Comparison of Performance
In this section, all numerical examples are run on the Dell Precision T7500 with
Intel® Xeon® CPU E5506 2.13GHz and 6.0GB RAM system.
3.3.1 Matrix-matrix Multiplication in Fortran 2003 and C++
The matrix-matrix multiplication is widely used in FEA codes. In this section, we
compare the performance of matrix-matrix multiplication in Fortran 2003 and C++. We
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evaluate the FLOPS (for FLoating-point Operations Per Second) for the two languages.
For C++, the nested for-loops are used to calculate matrix-matrix multiplication, while
intrinsic function “matmul” is used for Fortran 2003. The Visual C++ 2012 and Intel
Visual Fortran 13.0 integrated in Visual Studio 2012 were used. For both compiler, the
optimization flag –O2, which is for maximum speed, is used.
The number of floating-point operations for the matrix multiplication is n2  2n  1
where n is the size of matrix. Once the CPU time tCPU is measured, the FLOPS is
evaluated by n2  2n  1 tCPU . All numerical tests were conducted with one core.
We consider a multiplication of two square matrices, one of the size of 24  24 and
the other 128 128 . The performance in MFLOPS (million FLOPS) is summarized in
Figure 3-16.

Figure 3-16 Comparison of performance in MFLOPS of matrix multiplication in
Fortran 2003 and C++ environments
The result suggests that an of-the-shelf Fortran 2003 compiler is considerably better
optimized than the C++ compiler.
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3.3.2 Linear Elastic Problem in FOOF and OOFEM
In this section, we analyze a linear elasticity problem with both the Fortran 2003
FEA code (FOOF) and the C++ FEA code (OOFEM [108]). For a single field linear
problem, solution engines of the two codes are similar and the main performance
difference stems from the different language the two codes are written.
The three-dimensional beam is fixed on the right hand side and is subjected to an
axial loading as shown in Figure 3-17. The dimensions of the beam are 1110 . The
displacement-control load is applied on the left end surface with the elongation equals to
one. The material is isotropic elastic, which Young’s modulus E  1 GPa and Poisson’s
ratio   0 . Two different tetrahedron meshes were considered to compare the
performance of FOOF and OOFEM.

Figure 3-17 3D beam subjected to axial loading
The first mesh consists of 6458 four-node tetrahedral elements totaling 1787
nodes; the second mesh consists of 12505 four-node tetrahedral elements totaling 3224
nodes as shown in Figure 3-18.
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Figure 3-18 Mesh 1 with 1787 nodes and 6458 elements (left) Mesh 2 with 3224
nodes and 12505 elements (right)
For this example, it is hard to estimate the number of FLOPS. Thus, we directly
compare the CPU time. Both FEA codes, FOOF and OOFEM, provided identical results,
showing uniform strain and stress field. The CPU time for both codes is summarized in
Figure 3-19. While in the matrix multiplication test, FOOF was faster than OOFEM by a
factor of 2 to 3, in the present linear finite element problem, FOOF outperformed
OOFEM by a factor ranging from 8 to 16.

Figure 3-19 Comparison of CPU time for linear elasticity benchmark problem
between FOOF and OOFEM
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3.3.3 Coupled mechanical deformation and moisture diffusion analysis
To demonstrate the coupled multiphysics capabilities, a coupled mechanical
deformation and moisture diffusion problem is considered. The mechanical and diffusive
fields are two-way coupled in the sense that diffusivity is enhanced by hydrostatic strain,
whereas strength and stiffness degrade due to moisture ingression [109].
The coupled constitutive model is outlined in the following. For the mechanical
field, the material properties are assumed to be affected by moisture concentration. The
Young’s modulus E and the strength S are functions of moisture concentration c , i.e.
E  E  c  , S  S  c  . c  0 denotes the dry condition, whereas c  cl the saturated condition.

In the following, we denote Ed  E  0  and El  E  cl  as the Young’s modulus for dry
condition and saturated moisture conditions, respectively. Similarly, Sd  S  0  and
Sl  S  cl  denote the strength for dry condition and saturated moisture conditions,

respectively. We further require that the rate change of Young’s modulus and strength
with respect to the moisture content will not change when c  cl , i.e.,
dE
dc

 0,
c  cl

dS
dc

0

(112)

c  cl

The dependence of E , S on c is defined as follows:
 Ed  El  exp   c  cl  c   El , 0  c  cl
E c  
cl  c
 El ,
 Sd  Sl  exp  c  cl  c   Sl , 0  c  cl
S c  
cl  c
 Sl ,

where  ,  are material parameters.
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The diffusivity is assumed to be a function of temperature T , moisture
concentration c , and strain  ij

 

D  D T , c,  ij     ij   c   T  D0

(114)

where D0 is initial (strain-free and moisture-free) diffusivity matrix diffusivity matrix. For
strain dependence, we require that   0   1 and    ij      , which leads to the
following definition of      ij



 





  ij  exp   ij , a  0

(115)

Similarly, we define   c  as
  c   exp c

(116)

The dependence on temperature is assumed to be governed by the Arrhenius-type
kinetics model
 T   exp Ea  RT 

(117)

which Ea denotes the activation energy; R the universal gas constant.
Combining equations (115), (116), and (117) yields



D  exp   ij   c  Ea

 RT  D0

A three-point beam bending test problem is considered here for demonstration.
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Figure 3-20 Schematics of the three-point beam bending problem
Due to symmetry, one quarter of the beam is analyzed as shown in Figure 3-20.
The symmetry boundary conditions are imposed on BCGF and EFGH surfaces. The
lower left edge is simply supported. The displacement is imposed incrementally on the
upper right edge. We assume the beam is placed in an environmental chamber that
subjects an uniform fixed moisture content onto the external surfaces of the beam ABFE ,
ABCD , ADHE , CDHG .

The one quarter of a beam is meshed with 32000 hexahedral elements. The
Newmark-beta method is employed for the integration of the mechanical problem,
whereas the backward Euler method is utilized for the diffusion problem. The temporal
domain is divided into 20 increments. The coupled problem is solved in 600 seconds.
The results are depicted in Figure 3-21 to Figure 3-25. Figure 3-21 depicts the
distribution of moisture concentration. Figure 3-22 shows the von Mises stress
distribution, and Figure 3-23 illustrates the Young’s modulus distribution that degrades
with increase in moisture content. Moreover, since the Young’s modulus degrades, the
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deflection-reaction force curve exhibits nonlinear behavior as shown in Figure 3-24.
Finally, the amount of moisture absorbed by the beam is depicted in Figure 3-25.

Figure 3-21 Moisture distribution in increments 1, 11, and 20 shown on the
deformed shape
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Figure 3-22 von Mises stress distribution in increments 1, 11, and 20 shown on the
deformed shape
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Figure 3-23 Young’s modulus distribution in increments 1, 11, and 20 shown on the
deformed shape
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Figure 3-24 the deflection-reaction force curve under dry and moisture conditions

Figure 3-25 Moisture absorption in the beam
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Chapter 4 Conclusion
The primary objective of the present thesis was to develop a computational
framework for laminated composites that will not necessitate the use of cohesive
elements that may considerably entail the overall computational cost especially if and
when their precise placement is a priori unknown. The salient feature of the proposed
dual propose damage model is its simplicity (vectorial damage representation); and yet,
despite its simplicity it possesses adequate mechanisms to mimic both the intra- and
inter- layer damage. The model is frame invariant, satisfies Kuhn-Tucker conditions, and
is capable of accurately representing mode I and II fracture toughness by adjusting shear
correction factors. Its predictor-corrector variant of the implicit nonlocal approach for
intra-layer damage and local approach for the interlayer damage provides mesh
independent solutions at low computational cost. For large unit cells, such as woven
composites, whose characteristic size is of order of 5mm or larger, the nonlocal approach
gives rise to drastically different failure mechanisms, dominated by a complex interplay
of intralayer damage and delamination, as opposed to the local approach dominated by
intralayer failure. A multiscale variant of the DPDM, may offer certain advantages as the
total number material constants that has to be experimentally identified might be lower
than in a single-scale model that has a higher degree of anisotropy than individual
microconstituents.
We have clearly demonstrated that the proposed DPDM provides considerable
computational advantage for laminates having 20 plies or more. In case of fewer plies,
the computational advantage may not as pronounced especially if very high accuracy is
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required. For instance, in case of eight plies and if accuracy of around 1% is required,
each ply has to be divided into a stack of two elements in which case computational cost
of the DPDM becomes comparable to the conventional practices involving cohesive zone
elements.
We also introduce a reusable, extensible and computationally efficient threedimensional nonlinear multiphysics finite element code based on OOP architecture in the
environment of Fortran 2003 referred here as FOOF. FOOF architecture features class
hierarchy and multilevel framework. The class hierarchy provides the main groups of
classes. The multilevel framework offers transparent code structure that enables to easily
add new features or maintain the code. We have found that for matrix-matrix
multiplication, Fortran 2003 has been found to be 2 to 3 times faster than C++.
Comparison of finite element solution of linear elasticity problem by FOOF written in
Fortran 2003 and OOFEM written in C++ suggests that at least when out-of-the box
compilers (found in Visual Studio) are used, Fortran 2003 has been found 5 to16 times
faster than C++. It is by no means implied that an optimal C++ code architecture in
combination with optimal C++ compilers would be computationally less efficient than
the Fortran architecture. The contrary is true as suggested by numerous authors. And yet,
with out-of-the box compilers and significantly lower learning curve, Fortran 2003 and
its higher versions provide a promising venue for building next generation nonlinear
multiphysics finite element codes in OOP style.
The current research works can be extended in the future studies. The DPDM
approach now is under the small deformation assumption. It is meaningful to extend the
current model to the large deformation case. Besides, with the FOOF platform, the
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DPDM can be extended to the multiphysics case. The degradation of the composite
materials can be affected not only by the mechanical loading but also by the environment
like the moisture content or the oxidation level.
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